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Course description.
This course will draw on the classic literature on optimal taxation and cover in detail the
theoretical aspects of second-best taxation and their implications for real life tax policies.
It will be reasonably technical and rigorous in economic theory, discussing also several
applications and policy prescriptions that follow from the theoretical analyses studied. In
most topics, a general equilibrium approach will be adopted.
Subject to time constraints, we will cover as many of the following topics as possible:
(1) Basics of general equilibrium theory and welfare economics. First-best versus secondbest economies, equity-efficiency trade-offs.
(2) Indirect (linear) commodity taxation:
Ramsey taxation (Diamond and Mirrlees 1971 model); optimal tax rules – inverse
elasticity rule, many person Ramsey rule, second-best production efficiency; valueadded taxation
(3) Non-linear income (direct) taxation – information constraints, marginal and average
tax rates, characterising optimal non-linear income tax schedule (Mirrlees 1971 model)
(4) Some issues in designing direct and indirect taxes: optimal tax mix, using elasticities
to derive optimal income and commodity tax rates, uniform taxation, labour supply
and taxes
(5) Second-best corrective taxation for environmental externalities – violation of production efficiency, decomposition into many person Ramsey rule and Pigouvian components, non-uniqueness of optimal tax mix
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